Lesson 10-2
	
Example 1	Name Corresponding Parts
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Name the corresponding parts in the congruent triangles shown. Then complete the congruence statement.

Corresponding Angles
A   F,  B  E, C  D                                   ABC  __?__
Corresponding Sides
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One congruence statement is ABC  FED.
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Example 2	Use Congruent Triangles
Determine whether the triangles shown are congruent.  If so, name the corresponding parts and write a congruence statement.      

Explore	The drawing shows which angles are congruent and the lengths of all sides.

Plan	Note which segments have the same length and which angles are congruent.  Write corresponding vertices in the same order.

Solve	Angles:  The arcs indicate that M  R, N  S, and O  T.
	Sides:  The side measures indicate that file_10.unknown
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Since all pairs of corresponding angles and sides are congruent, the two triangles are congruent.  One congruence statement is MNO  RST.
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Check		Draw MNO and RST so that they are oriented in the same way.  Then compare the angles and sides.
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Example 3	Find Missing Measures	
PLAYGROUND   A new ladder is attached to the playground equipment.  In the figure, 
ABC  FED.   
 



a. At what angle is the top of the ladder to the post of the equipment?
	B and E are corresponding angles.  So, they are congruent.  Since mB = 42, 
mE = 42.

The top of the ladder forms a 42 angle with the post.

b. What is the length of the ladder?
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are congruent. Since AB = 4 feet, FE = 4 feet.
	The length of the ladder is 4 feet.



